
       
VASCO DA GAMA NAVAL MUSEUM

     Museums have to be active entities that reinvent themselves to adapt to the society with they live, but they should not give up 
certain parameters of heritage conservation and propagation.

             MUSEUMS MUST BE AN INTEGRATION BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT

     Basic intentions:

     -Build a museum for the public, where people go not only for exhibitions but also for different uses that may occur on it.     -Build a museum for the public, where people go not only for exhibitions but also for different uses that may occur on it.
     -Creation of free and flexible spaces that adapt to the needs of expository material, whatever in each case.
     -Relevance of travel and natural light, as essential elements of the museum.
     -Integration of past and present, creating a symbolic building adapted to our time but without sacrificing the tradition of the 
place.

     The plot in which the maritime-fluvial museum is housed is located in the parish of Sao Pedro da Afurada, in Vila Nova de Gaia 
the opposite shore of the Doure River to Porto.

            The Portuguese city has traditionally lived in their relationship with the river, especially Vila Nova de Gaia, due to their relationship 
with the wineries, economic engine of the city, which used the river as a mean of communication and transport.

     The wineries are a great historical reference, large volumes of rectangular floor and pitched roofs. This type of building provides 
some relation to the shipyards, buildings that are very similar to the wineries that served warehouse and ship repair typology, hence 
its relationship with the sea.
  
          The project is taking these buildings as a reference, and can be understood as a reinterpretation of these traditional buildings and 
their adaptation to our time.

     As for the plot, is surrounded by a superb landscape; north the Porto city, west the river mouth in the ocean, east the Douro cros-
sed by bridges that link the two banks and south a large wooded area topped in its upper part with two mansions.

     Is a longitudinal plot, with its longest side parallel to the river so that the optimum orientation for the location of the museum will 
be along the longitudinal axis, providing the main northwest facade. 

    The terrain is flat, just three meters above sea level, with its south bounded by a change in dimension six meters above the urbani-
zed street that connect with the town of Sao Pedro.

     The longitudinality of the plot makes the building develops linearly, with the accession of volumes moduls of twelve meters, fo-
llowing the ratio 1/3, creating rectangular naves perpendicular to the river. These will topped with sloping roofs, recalling the image 
of the wineries a little further up the route of the Douro.

     The building is in two separated blocks, the first and closest to the urban core will contain equipments, giving more diversity of uses 
to the museum and providing new equipment to Sao Pedro de Afurada.

     The second volume, larger will be the museum itself, and a third volume will appear buried in the difference in elevation of the 
land, uniting the two main blocks so that they can work toghether or independently. 

     The third volume will also close the square of access to buildings, which is generated in the central part of the plot, creating a new 
public space fot the area and continuing the riverwalk not being interrupted by hits of the building or this outdoor uses.

        Inside the museum, parts are joined together creating spaces larger, freer and more flexible, allowing us to place the ship and 
rabelo, unique premise for the realization of the museum.

    Services within the building are arranged in separate boxes that allow dual path around them. As the route of exposure is way 
downstaris and around the upper floor.

     As for the natural light enters the building from two different, overhead and direct ways:
     
          -Pitched roofs are arranged at different heights allowing skylights performing the elevation difference of these. These skylights 
appear protected through a system of slats to sift the light from east and west.

     -Direct light enter the building through horizontal tears in the northwest facade, ground floor we noticed a tribute horizontality of 
the river and on the upper floors will serve as a viewpoint of the city of Porto and the mouth of the Douro.

     Regarding the structural system is closen by a foundation slab upon which will support the concrete walls and a hearth Caviti ven-
tilated system.

     The floors are solved by lightened slabs, with maximum spans of twelve meters, supported on beams with soul lightened Boyd older 
type lights.

     The vertical structure is based on concrete walls on the facades and into volumes, supported on metal profiles HEB in the gaps.

     The building envelope is realized through a system of etched glass, allowing us a fuzzy view of the building from any angle.

     The sloping roof is fixed mediate zinc plate, ventilated and seam in the direction of the slope.

          As regards to finishes for the floor we opt for a polished concrete made on the regrowth layer compression Caviti, being a conti-
nuous finish for the entire building, allowing maximum flexibility in the freest areas.

     As for the walls oak wood slats are used, which will continue with the false ceiling, also of wood, and with sloping roofs, covered 
by the same system.

      In humid areas will be done by finishing large format porcelain tiles and the other independent boxes will finish with a matte white 
paint on plasterboard panels.
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